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Neider: Thomas Mann's Joseph Myth

•

T'HOMAS MAN-N'S JOSEPH"MYTH
Charles Neider

"'t X THEN

Mr. Edmund Wilson, chief literary critic of the New
V V Yorker, passed up the cl?-ance to review the last of Mann's
important tetralogy, the task was delegated to Mr. Hamilton Basso,
a staff member. It is regrettable that Mr. Wilson did not write the
,review, inasmuch as it would have been interesting to see how a confirmed joycean might treat joyce's chief contemporary competitor for
literary fame. Any treatment by Wilson wou~d have been preferable
to this silence.
Silence, however, would have been preferable in- the case of Mr.
Basso, who dashed through the complete_joseph series and proceeded
to reel off a few dicta. In a piece entitled "Tonio Kroger in Egyptian
Dress" Mr. Basso came up with the astonishing fact that Mann's joseph
is really only Tonio Kroger with a beard, that an~ nothing more, thus
"naively disregarding what by now amounts almost to a banality-that
Joseph represents the significant advance from the isolated-artist-type
of Tonio Kroger to the artist as one of and provider for the people.
Mr. Basso even fished out that old number, Tonio's conversations with
Lisa\ePi Ivanovna, to ill~strate Mann's views on the artist, which leads
one to suspect that perhaps Mr. Basso is only a, little ,more conversant
with the works of Mann than' Mr. Wils~n was rumore~ to be. Further~
more, Mr. Basso found Mann difficult, heavy, and _hardly profound,
although he admitted that as si~ply a novelist, wp.at¢ver that may be,
Mann is supreme. He closed by stating that while The lMagic Mountain
is Mann's greatest novel, his most interesting one is Buddenbrooks.
This final statement is typical of the notion, rather fashionable in
certain urealistic" circles,. that Mann has decayed since Buddenbrooks,
with the implication-that The Magic Mountain is a German me.taphysi-,
cal hulk rather than a novel and- that the Joseph books are altogether
<\,
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incomprehensible and out of the world. In these. circles, symbolism,
thought, and musical construction seemingly possess. no value. They
would have M~ repeat himself in the manner of lesser novelists,
always remaining faithful to the-Buddenbrooks formula; and they
would exclude all un-novelistic elements, comforting themselves with
what would remain, a primitive compote indeed, consisting. only of
tale and character. Their attitude clearly evidences their low opinion
of the noyei fonn.; and, of cou~se~ their own undeveloped taste.
Another aspect of his view is; the insistence on attempting tq equate
the work of genius with that of. mediocre men. It leads inevitably to
a lowest common denominator of taste and, more specifically, to. a
bull-headed literalness in approaching great and complex works. An
instance of this may pe found in Mr. Basso's utterly huinorle~s statement: "Mr. Mann may, in all sincerity, believe that he has told the
true story of Joseph, exactly as it happened, but the fact remains that
he has simply written, in the light of modem information and with
many flashes of irisight and genius, his own versioD of one of the stories
of the Old Testament."
Indeedl Is ,Mr. Basso completely ignorant of Mann's reputation
as an ironist? He would do well to inform himself more carefully
before making :such pronouncements-by reading Mann's essay in the
Atlantic Monthly of February, 1943" for example, in which Mann discusses the use· of irony and humor in his Joseph books.
The book which Mr. Basso reviewed, the long-awaited final volume
of the Joseph legend, the end of the long tetralogy which was begun
in pre-HitleF Germany, continued for five years in Switzerland and
finished in California, under skies which the author has compared to
~ose of Egypt, is no less majestic than the other volumes, although it
is difficult to imagine how the earlier books could be equaled, let alone
surpassed. On the contrary, it is even great~r, as if the precediJlg Joseph
novels were simply an artistic preparation for it. It is ~icher in time
and- art and spiritual overtones and wisdom,' in story and pathos and
in the unique ~xture which qui somehow make suspenseful that whicl\
is already so well known to everyone. And in addition it fully matches
the other volumes in· its ability to lift a culture arid a civilization out
of fable and make it live, and to fill in· the Bible's hiatus with surpassing beauty in modem terms.
The story is the familiar one of Joseph in the second pit and of his
rise in prison through his friendship with the warden; of Pharaoh's
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accused butler and baker and their dreams and ofJoseph's astonishingly
correct interpretation of them; of Joseph's removal to the palace to
interpret Pharaoh's dreams; and of his final reunion. with his brothers
and his father. The characterizations are superb-particularly those of
the warden, the young Pharaoh, and Thamar; and, among others,
there are two exquisitely presented tales-of the butler and the baker
and of" Thamar, the woman who resolutely 'thrust her womb into a
prominent place in history.
Everything here reminds oQ.e that the present volume is not a
separate tale but part of a great whole which we have been privileged
to witness taking shape: a whole concerned with the myth and the
myth's relation to our time.· One recalls the magnificent prelude to
the first book, a prelude which has a life of its own and which is a
sonorous organ prologue offering orientation and perspective in a style
which ·is a beautiful and complex we~ving of themes and ideas. And
one remembers the first book itself-largely an introductio~ to the
series, so that its prelude is really a prologue to a prelude-and the
poignant story of Jacob, ending with the winning of Rachel and with
Rachel's tragic and untimely death. One is r~minded of the tortuous
treatment of time, with numerous foreshadowings and flashbacks, a
technique suitable when the story is well known to the reader in
advance.
. Gradually the pattern and its meaning emerge. In the Joseph
books the mYth has been thoroughly humanized and therefore serves
as a s~'Ord against reaction, against fascism, and against reaction's exploitation of the myth for its own savage ends. Myths, having their
origin in prehistory, are folk legends containing much communal wisdom. Their authorship is communal as well and, whlle they may look.
naive on the surface, they are often fierce and cruel, in accordance with
the mores of the times which gave them life. And yet ithey are strangely
attractive and exciting to our modern ear because, likje the individual's
dreams, they are full of the dynamite wisdom of the' supconscious..They
are thus:-be~ause of their savagery and emotional app~al-obvious tools
of reaction. All this becomes clear in the present volume, which sounds
seemingly long-forgotten· notes-of Joseph's early ,edjucation, his relations with his brothers, his early dreams, the story :of Dinah and of
Simeon and Levi's reve~ge on Shechem. Sex too pl~ys a large role in
the person of Thamar, reminding one of the eunuch Potippar's unkissed wife, Mut-em-enet, who lusted vainly for Joseph, and of Joseph
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It becomes clear,

~so,

that the myth can be used by the forces of progress just as readily
as by those of reaction, since it is a composite of tradition and the
present-and even of the futuI'e-and ,therefore stands on the middle
ground between two conflicting worlds, the world of ignoranc~, diVision, the past, oQ. one hand, and the world of enlightenment, unity,
the future, on the other. Bu~ Mann, in retaliati~n, has made it serve
progressive ends in the Joseph novels by humaniZing it with psychology
and humor. And since he believes that the future holds in store an
era of collectivism and communal strength, he has' apdy chosen and
explored; an art. form symbolizing the collective-the mytli. He was
attracted to the Joseph myth because of. personal and artistic :reasons;
because of his interest in the myth as tradition and tradition as recurrence;'because of his conception of the myth as the eternally and essentially human; and because of his conviction that the concept of humanity must be reexami~ed and reaffirmed at a time when reaffirmation is
urgent, ,when a new_ unity and faith, deriving from a consciousness of
strength in the typical, the communal 'rather than in the peculiarly
individual, are necessary to usheF in the democratic world outQf the
ashes of the reactionary one. Th~refore he chose the Joseph myth as
a symbol of unity emerging out of strife, and humanized and "civilized"
it into a' myth. of peace, of communal and spiritual progress out of
something which might, in less humanistic hands, have been exploited
for its primitive, violent, and divisive asp~ctS!
,
It is- often implied that Mann is using the myth in the Joseph series
for the first time, but it is weI! to remember that he has been using
. a myth through~ut his career. This myth, the myth of the artist-type,
which bas been his great preoccUpation, is centuries old: the artist as .
vain, frenzied, unpredictablie, inspired, dangerous, isolated.: The last
element-isolation-given particular stress by the Romantic era·for
obvious reasons and therefore by Mann, a late product of the era,
in such figures as Hannt> Buddenbrook, Tonio Kroger, KIaus Hein·
rich, Aschenbach, 'and even Hans Castorp, inspired Mann's unique
treatment of the myth: his ,development, in great detail, of the artisttype from isolation to belonging. The' two-fold story of this conversion
is fascinating. It is first the story of the merging of two eras, the
individualistic and industrially expanding Romantic era which had
no place for the artist as a full-fledged memBer of the community or
state into the gradually developing era of industrial and political har,
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mony, the democratic or communal era. of some forin of world state,
in which the artist will have a major function. And it is also the story
of Mann himself. In Mann's case 'there is a peculiarly tight relationship'
between the man ~d the artist, and therefore tOr st1!ldy the evolution
of the artist in his works IS, among other things, to study Mann's development as apolitical man, his development from a nonpolitical and
shoulder-shrugging citizen to the famous and voCiferous resister of
reaction.
The stricken Hanno, the isolated Tonio, the crippled Klaus Heinrich, the diseased Aschenbach, the tainted Hans Castorp-they are all
isolated, they live'in hermetic spheres removed from a€tioll. But already
Hans Castorp indicates the new type-while he is not presented as an
artist he is Mann's alter ego and an artist in his intense acceptance and
synthesis of experience-for when he leaves the conventional and hermetic flatland he enters the catholic environment of Davos. N ev~rthe
less he is only an indication, not the realization; he is still not a man
of action, a man of political responsibility. The realization is achieved
in Joseph-in Pharaoh's right hand man, the provider. And in Joseph,
Mann recapitulates his other themes, in Joseph can be traced all the
other figures as well as Mann's biography, in Joseph can be seen the
various stages from the isolated to the ultimate stage of completion, ,
of sharing the world's sufferings and joys while contributing to the
world. Joseph is all the others. In his role as Hans Castorp, for instance, he lea.ves the flatland of Canaan to enter the catholic Davos of
Egypt. And here he strangely becomes a Goethe-figure; reminding one
of Goethe ruling at Weimar. But of course Joseph ,rules from below _
as well as from above, in contradistinction to Goethe, who ruled only
from above. And of course Weimar was not a communal society; and
since Mann thinks of the communal in relation to Joseph, he uses the
communal's sYmbol to represelu him-the myth.
Until the end of the First World War, Mann,stilll believed in hermetic spheres, in the isolation of the artist, his divorce from the political. But hi~ Reflections of a Non-Political Man was in a large sense
his swan song to this isolation. In Hans Castorp' he began studying
the world at large under the impetus of the war experience._ And then.
came Joseph-he arrived almost together with Hitler and they matured
at about the same rate. And while Marin was writing about Joseph's
exile into Egypt, he himself was forced into exile from Germany. He
was thus the prophet as well as the tool of events. With his Joseph he
I

.
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became the artist who "took his place in society without equivocation,
aligning himself with progress and truth 'against reaction and lies,
'. speaking out, accepting exile rather than the honors of the New Order,
and finding new inspiration on American soil, where democracy has
t"
flourished most luxuriantly.
The ,dialectic' element in his wot:k has dlleen discussed on several
occasions. Basically it is the duality between nature and spiritO; but
on another plane it is the duality betwee~ the bourgeois and -the artist.
It has .b~en said. that Mann .regar~s h~mself as primarily a bo~rgeois
and thiS IS not difficult to beheve, In spite of Malin's enormous Interest
in himself as artist, for he has never been the conventional artist~ in
the sense of being Bohemian. Mann has never worked argreat cos~
to his burgher existence·: he has ,taken care to marry, to'raise children,
and to lead the good life, segregating his artistic labors to the morning
,hours. Thus he has always ~ome to art as an amateur; and while his
love is unique, nevertheless ?e keeps art at a distance. One result is
that his work has not been as prolific as it 'might have been, hardly
as prolific as his brother~s. Ano~er and ,more interesting result is that
he has preserved toward his art a remarkable freshness, art being for '
him a holiday, ani excursion, no matter how burdensome at times. This
explains his articulateqess about his labors: it is as if he is explaining
to other burghers his fantastic morning adventures, like some Marco
Polo come home out of strange lands with'spices and tales. •
, In a work whose theme aq.d symphonic amplification. is the myth,
it is not too surprising to discover that a leitmotiv-and perhaps the
chief leitmotiv-is a myth' itself, particularly when the author is Mann,
noted for his musical construction. I refer to, the number seven and
its mythical significance. It is used subtly but extensively in the Joseph
work. It was also employed as the chief leitmotiv in the musi~al Magic
Mountain; but there it was the key to a novel of symbolism and magic,
and therefore its use was along ~ymbolic and magical-lines. But in the
Joseph its mythical and Biblical aspects are exploited. Thus Mann has
a~hieved a musical continuity between his two maturest works through'
the choice of.a number as leitmotiv for both, whose traditional reference has been dual: magic and godliness. Mter employing the number
in his novel' of modem'magic what could be more natural than to
employ- it again. in a novel of ancient magic, particularly since the
original text of the new: novel required its use to an important extent?
But the use of the number in the Joseph is by no means as sophisticated

.
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as it is in The Magic Mountain. In the latter it,is highly cultivated, a
hothouse prpduct, clandestine and sly, ironic and ~ghly musical; but
in the Joseph it is naive and straightforward. i\nd it is unmusical except in relation to external form; it is not musical from within, it does
not pulsate at the core of things, it is modest and {airly self-evident.'
It represents acceptance and elab9ration, no more; there is no. synthetic
transmutation of value and significance. In other ~ords, its simple,
mythical element is stressed rather than its symbolic.
The internal evidence is indicative:
In Joseph and his Brothers~ Jacob flings himself down seven times
before Esau on his return from his sojourn with L~ban; Simeon and
Levi tell Jacob that Dinah is seven-and-seventy times avenged after they
destroy Shechem; Jacob, like Falstaff, describes a de~eat and humiliation as a victory when he tells, people about being attacked by robbers
. and his slaying seven times seven of them and abouJt the robber cap.tain's sword being shattered into seven. times seventy pieces; Jacob
serves Laban twice seven years for Rachel; Laban, in justifying his
substitution of Leah for Rachel on Jacob's wedding; night, says Leah
is- unspotted and worthy to mount the seven stairs into the arms of
the god; Laban pursues Jacob for seven days.
In Young Joseph~ Joseph learns of. ~e seven planets and bearers
of the command; of how the planets move around the dam of the
zodiac in seven circles; of the seven-tiered tower; of seven being the
moon's number, its quarters being seven days each; of how the woman
of the city of Uruk converted the man of the forest, Engidu, to civilization by seven days and seven nights of love; of the .seve~ evil winds.
Joseph relates a dream to Benjamin and tells of the seven halls of
Zebul, the seven hosts of angels there, and the seven fiery altars; in
the same dream the Lord puts a heavy ring with ~even times seven
stones on Joseph's head; Jacob and his sons make offering, in Shechem,
of leavened bread to God seven weeks after the spring full moon;
Joseph's brothers sing that Cain shall be avenged 'seven-fold and
Lamechseven-and-seventy fold; Egypt is seventeen days distant from
the home of Jacob.
In Joseph it! EgyPt~ the Ishmaelite who bought Joseph, questions
him to see how bright he is: he asks Joseph how many times seven
goes into seventy-seven; the' caravan guide says several times that· he
might have waited for Joseph for seven jubilee years; Joseph arrives
in Egypt in the twenty-eighth year (four' times seven) of Pharaoh's
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reign; Joseph is gift number seven of the Ishmaelite· to Mont-kaw,
Potiphar's stewatd; Mont-kaw says farewell to the Ishmaelite with
"Come again-in six or seven 'years' timet"; Josepho serves Potiphar
seven years befol1eMut-em-enet, Potiphar's wife, develops her passion
for him and begins 'his dowrifa11; Potiphar's dining room is lit by sunlight coming through seven doors of the western'outer hall;Potiphar
gives an entertainment for seventy guests; Joseph abstains from consummation with Mut-em-enet because of seven reasons; Joseph is seventeen when he comes to Egypt and twenty-seven when he is thrown into
the second pit.
. In Joseph the Provider, there'is'the seven-branched river near Jo'seph's prison; ittakes seventy days to prepare ,Pharaoh's coffin; there
of
.are seven fat and seven lean kine and seven fal and seven lean ears
.
corn in the youmg Pharaoh's dream; Pharaoh is seventeen; Pharaoh's
mother says that according to the chronicles there 'Yere seven previous
times of famine in Egypt; the" Egyptians believe that the soul must
pass through seyen times seven regions of terror; and old Pharaoh
went out to slay the kings of Asia and took 'seven of them alive; ·there
are the cities of the seven mouths; Benjamin marries seven years after
Joseph's disappearance; there are the seven kine of Osiris; the brothers'
stay with Josephseven.days before going hom~ to tell Jacob he is alive;
young Pharaoh builds a new"palace with seven courts; the brothers
had returned from Dothan to Jacob seven days after th~ latter had
received the sign of Joseph's death; the p-ibe of Israel leaves for Egypt.
seventy strong; Jacob lives in Egypt for seventeen years; Jacob's body
is bathed in saltpeter for seventy days in process of embalming; the
Israelites obtain seventy days' leave to take Jacob's body to his .~ebrew
oome.
.
And the external evidence is conclusive: just as The Magic M,ountian contained seven chapters, so Book I of the Joseph series contains
a prelude and seven chapters; Book II, seven chapters; Book III, consisting of two volumes, contains five chapters in the first and· two in
the second; and Book IV, rounding the cycle, contains a prelude and
seven chapters..
In reading the Joseph books one .is' struck by the work's enormous
whjch sounds0
and resounds in one's inner·
ear like musical
allusiveness,
.
overtones 6f gr~at volume. One wonders about the relation be~een
Mann's j>ersonallife as an artist with that of Joseph the artist-type and
the Joseph legend in general; about the book's relation to .our time·
.
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and its relation to Mann's other books in symbolism,l style, and outlook;
. about Mann:s development-from a genealogical novel like Buddenbrooks, with its entertaining though static ~ymbolism, to the completely
bourgeois and musically-ironic Magic Mountain,. iand finally to the
mythical Joseph'books; about therelation of the Joseph work to Faust
and of Mann to Goethe; about the relation of ~he' myth in Mann to
the myth in-other modem authors; about Mann's interest in himself
as artist; and about many other things constantly impinging upon and
then fading' from consciousness. Allusiveness and musicality-those
are two words certainly characteristic of Joseph's author, for there is
a constant ringing in one's ears, and bells seem to sound 'Yhen- one
comes in contact with Mann's style.
It is always a little presumptuous and unfounded for a critic to
assume autobiographical content and symbolism in, an author's .work,
even when he is encouraged to do so by the author's own confessions,
for authors are notoriously apt to read into their work, once it is out
of their hands, things private, secretly delightful, and confeSsional, in
spite of the fact that the cold observer, like the child in the fable,
sees the emperor naked and nothing else. But in the case of the Joseph
books and in other of Mann's writings, certain analogies between life
and fable are sufficiently evident to justify giving them considerable
thought. The case of Joseph's two pits is a good example.
Twice Joseph is thrown into the pit, once by his brothers and again
by Potiphar; the first time because of Joseph's exceeding self-love, even
arrogance, the self-love of the dreamer who has begun to make an
ivory-tower cult of himself; the second time because of his renunciation
of this same self-love, which appears to him now in the form of sexual
manhood, love of his maleness, the fleshly. And here irony becomes
plain, for the cause of Joseph's double downfall is identical, each time
being the same self-love but with this distinction-that Joseph's first
.fall results from its acceptance and the second from its rejection. Thus
the second fall is the more noble and mature; as a matter of fact· it is
blameless, even virtuous, for it is the renunciation of the flesh-of
consummation with the lovely Mut-em-enet-in favor of the spiritual,
in favor of physical purity, and loyalty to Potiphar, Joseph's friend' and
'benefactor.
~ So much for Joseph's two pits; but what about Mann's? Mann's
first was his Prussianism during the First World War, when he wrote
The Reflections of a Non-Political Man, as though 'a man interested
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in the welfare 'of humanity can ever stand blameless on the' sidelines
and caU himself' nonpolitical. The second pit is his exile from his
native land and the consequent loss of his 'German-speaking audience.
" Note the following striking par;;ill.el: die cause of Mann's two falls
in each case is the same as)t was with Joseph: first because he accepts
and then because he rejects-and, as in the case of Joseph, it is 'pre, cisely self-lov.e. Of course it is a more complicated, more sophisticated,
less obvious self-love but nevertheless it is that same self-love of the
dreamer, the artist; and in both Joseph and Mann it is expressed on
two planes: in personal egotism and in heightened spirituality-the
" latter, with Joseph, a oelief in"God and in his being God's favorite;
with Mann, his belief in himself as an artist with a mission, an artist
loyal to the humanizing ideal of literature and to literature's covenant
, with the humane.
But what is ,the nature of' Mann's double" fall? It is this: in the
first instarlce he deserted his 10j7alty to things of the spirit" to peace
and love and th~ pity of suffering. In short, by joining the ranks of
the German militarists, he forsook his loyalty to the word, to his art,
. and to his destinty as an artist-in practical terms, from his continuing
influence as a writer and his continuing ability to win an enlightened,
civilized,~and worthy audience. And, like Joseph, he was punished
with smarting~ in the pit, :with smarting, like Joseph's, of an inner
na.ture, ~ smarting of guilt and revaluation. Now for the second instance: in this he was Cast into the pit of exile and thus deprived of .
his German-speaiking audience -(something not to be underestimated
as an enervating, depressing. force),. suffering because he renounced
that which was largely r~spotlsible for his first fall, now expressed in
the form of German fascism. Why did he, like Joseph, tum to renunciation? Because, lake Joseph, he now refused, to compromise hi~ artistpurity, his conscience, having firmly established it in the sm3;rting· and
'
revaluation of the first fall.
Joseph's 'self-~ove is Mann's self-love, just as Joseph is Mann, for
both are artists and both are egotistic. Joseph is more primitive and
therefore more ~aive, but the impulse is the s~e, except that Joseph's
feelings of artist guilt-feelings which largely derive from ~ excess
of self-love-are not so strong as Mann's, since', Joseph falls back on the
assurance that his role is destined by' God and therefore will, in the
long tun, be one of honor. Mann, 'however, though not an ordinary
believer in God,,-finds relief from his fee,lings of guilt in a device not

~
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very dissimilar to Joseph's; in fact his device, too, is precisely destiny,
his personal destiny of playing an honorable role among men.
Thus we see ~at there is indeed a broad yet intense parallel between Joseph's two pits on the one hand and Mann's on the other.
But at this point 'a disturbing question arises. Did Mann choose the
Joseph legend because of this and similar parallels between the fable
and life? If so, then he must have known of his coming exile. Is one
therefore to assume the existence and validity of the occult? Is the
artist truly, as it has so often been written, a prophet and seer? Does
he sense'the nature of coming events? Fortunately, it is not necessary
to answer such questions to present a sound case.
It is undoubtedly true that Mann chose the legend because he felt
some inner affinity with it. ' He himself has said so. Aside from being
definitely explicit about his choice, he has given the following insight
into his productive mechanism, which is certainly relevant her~: "A
work must have long' roots in my life, secret connections must lead
. from it, to earliest childhood dreams, if I am to consider myself entitled
to it, if I am to believe in the legitimacy of what I am doing."
. But aside from this affinity his choice had political overtones, and
it is here that we find the answer to the disturbing question. At the
time that Mann was thinking of his new work, events in Germany
had already come to such a pass that ~nly the blind (and there were"
mat;ly such) could not sense their direction, only the blind were without some dark suspicions concerning the nature of future events.
Nationalism, militarism, and despotism were already rife and a wave
of antisemitism was engulfing and shaming the country. Indeed, so
far had fascism progressed that even Mann, still quite a nonpolitical
man, chose the <;>ld Testament as the subject -for his new book-not
by accident, but strictly by design. He writes: "Well, the selection
of the Old Testament subject was certainly not mere accident; most
certainly there:were hidden, defiantly polemic connections between
it and certain tendencies of our time which I always found repulsive
nom the bottom of my soul: the growing vulgar antisemitism which
is an essential part of the fascist mob-myth, and which commits the
brutish denial of the fact that Judaism and Hellenism are the two
, principclI pillars upon which our Occidental civilization rests. To
write a novel of the Jewish spiI:it was timely, just because it seemed
untimely."
In brief, Mann had already chosen the course of renunciation and
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defiance of the New Order, though not overtly as yet. Therefore the
second pit needed only the further development and strengthening
of the New Order· for it to achieve existence. It was already foreshadowed, for it was plain that the Hitlerites would punish those who
resistec;l them. Therefore the ;particular form of the pit-in· ~ this instance exile-was to some extent accidental, but the coming of the pit
itself was never in doubt.
.
Have we stated the case completely? Not quite~ Some of the
facts chafe under isolation; they belong partly to another context,
to another pattern, another parallelism. In short, certain key words
possess value in. a second pattern, from the point of view of which the
first can be seen in a new and equally striking light.
The self-love- which twice endangered Joseph's life is, as has been
stated, .the self-love of the artist. But what about the pits? They too
are the pits of the artist, for only an artist could have gotten himself
into them for such causes as we know about. Relegation to these pits
is not caused 'by the irregularity of the crimi~al or the·social·or political
revolutionary; it is caused by the irregularity, in the first instance, of
the insufferably vain dreamer .and in the second of the insufferably
loyal purist. And renunciation? It is the ambivalent renunciation of
. the artist-type, which shuns that for which it hungers and which craves
precisely and perversely for th~t." !rom which it keeps aloof-it is the
renunciation whose aftermath -is suffering. And the maturation following the suffering in the first pit? It "is the maturation not of whole
.wisdom but again of ambivalence, of trying to play with fire while
avoiding it, in other words, the maturation of the middle man.
The story of Joseph is, among other things, the . . parable of the
artist as a success among men, and for this reason, if for no other, it
must have appealed strongly to Mann,' who as an artist has always
proclaimed a s~rong bond with tradition and the regq.lar and who
considers happiness (and therefore success) de rigueur in this life.
.Mann is almost the prototype of the regular-irregular artist, the man
who refuses tol wear a velvet jacket and long hair in sign of his trade,
but yet flirts IGvingly with death and the illicit in his artistic explorations. ·Almost but not quite the protoype-for there is-always Goethe,
Goethe as model and master.
Success, however, is not the whole story, nor does·Joseph achieve
it without danger and struggle-all of which fits in nicely with Mann's
.experience as an ar~t. Joseph is tl.te outcast dreamer, full of vanity,
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physically rather fragile, a decadent from his brother's burgher and
regular point of view, a silly mental man and not a shepherd, not a
man who labors in the field or with the Hocks. And what of M.ann?
Mann as a young man is the shady member of a solid burgher family;
he is irregular, decadent, and unhealthy in their opinion; he has a
bad conscience, he suffers from feelings of guilt; he doesn't work as
regular people do-on the contrary he dreams, scribbles, and dabbles
in disturbing things. And so Mann as a young writer writes of the
artist who is desperately alone and who dreams of union with the
. ~y, blithe, and blue-eyed, the unfrowning r~gular folk. For Mann
is never completely the artist in the old Bohemian sense of complete
revolt. He is the new type of artist as middle man, the mediator between tradition and revolt as well as between Hesh and spirit.
Joseph, then, is cast out because he is unbearable, a misfit in a
land of tents and shepherds. But h~ is not the only unbearable one,
for to him his brothers too are unbearable; to fulfill his talents he
must escape their way of life, he must go down to a country where his
gifts will be prized instead of despised and where he can attain a sizable piece of urban wealth, not the wealth of Hocks and fields, for he
is ambivalent, he is not the man to despise the material simply because
he loves the spiritual. Therefore he must go to a country with an
advan~ed culture, a decadent country which will prize his "decadence"
and shower him with wealth and honor because of it. And so he
goes (or arranges to have himself sold into, which is the same thing
from the viewpoint of fate) to Egypt, knowing that a prophet is not
without honor except in his own country. There he rises to greatness
and becomes the provider, not only for his own people, who once cast
him out, but for all others as well.
And again we note "the cogent parallel, this time of amb~valence
and success. Mann gains great honors in the foreign land of literature,
. where his decadent dreams bring a good price, and in the end he
, showers wealth and honor not on his people alone but on all people;
in the end he is the provider, the artist as father and teacher; the
artist, in more or less figurative terms, as savior .of the people.
a
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